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stem; in the second we -have leaves and their modifications; in 
th·e third, inflorescence and the whorls of the flower, while the 
fourth presents us with the pistil, ovule, and seed, an~ the organs 
of flowerless plants. Many of the drawings are, strictly speak
ing, diagrams, .that is, artificial representations of typical struc
ture. They are well and clearly drawn, and sufficiently colo_ured 
to add to their lifelikeness. With these sheets, and either 
Ilenslow's series, or better still, a few hand-made ones on a 
larger scale, and actually taken from life, the botanical lecturer 
would be well provided ; and the comparatively .low price at 
which they are published ought to insure for then1 a very large 
sale. . The ,ha,ndbooks yrhich accompany .them are admirably 
drawn llP· 

FROM China samples of .Poyang Lake coal -have been for
warded to the Admiralty authorities in the -hope that they may 
be found useful for the navy in that station. 

THE Government of India has tak~J} further measures for 
carrying on coal borings in Central India, but only in Betar, and 
not -in the-Nizam's dominions. 

THE India,n Gqvernment _have again deputed Mr. T . W. l;l. 
Hug4es, of the, Geological Su;vey Department, to prosecute the 
investigation of the Wurda River coal-beds in the Central Pro
vinces, and to report on the line of railway best calculated to 
develop the collieries. 

OUR Darjeeling hill district of India is likely at length to ex
perience a development of its mineral produce, instea!l of being 
ieft t~ depend on tea culture. Lime_stone, copper, and iron have 
beeri discovered not only in the Darjeeling territory, bu t also in 
the lately annexed Dooars of .Bhootan. The Nepaule~~ have 
applied to work the iron ore, and th,e Comm_is~ioner of Kooch 
.Behar has been authorised to divide the tract _into_section_s, and 
to Jet out the mineral privileges by the year to the ,highest bidder. 

A VERY important discovery of silver _is reported fro1:1 
Copi~po, in Chi!e,":¥hich has a large silver district. El Carmen 
~Mine is now prod'!cing r6,ooo mares of silver per month; that 
is 128,000 ounces, worth abo_ut 32,000/. 

MR. JAMES ,GAU!RAITH _sends .. to the Ai-arat an.d Pleasan/ 
.r:reek Advertiser (Victori;i), of Sept. 16th, an account c,f some 
huge boulders found n_ear the townships . 9f Ha~ilton an_d Cole
raine, which he believes to h_av_e been depos~ted there by the 
,agency of ice. He states that the whole of the western district 
of Victoria is covered with boulder clay. The ironstone gravel 
called buck-shot, which is found in patches on. the surface and 
a.t a short distance below the surface, all over the plains to the 
south of Ararat and Beaufort, is, no doubt, a deposit from 
flo;ting ice. The "grey stone " on the Ararat and Port Fairy 
,road has been floated to its present position by ice_; and a number 
of granite, boulders on the road between Moyston and Ararat, 
some of them a great deal ,larger. than the . "grey ~tone," must 
·have been brought to their present position by the same _agency. 
NO polished or striated rocks have, however, ;is yet been detected 
in the colony. 

WE learn from the New York T,imes that an .ice machine, con
structed on . Tellier's principle, is _now .. being exhibited in the 
United States. The material_ used is gaseous ammonia, which is 
liquefied by pressure. It is said thatthe machine ~ill make _roo 
tons a day, at a cost of four or five shillings per ton ; and that 
the ice made by it is transparent and durable. .The cooling effect 
of the vap9risation of liquefied ammonia may be applied to 
chambers cont_aining articles of food to be preserved, or refrige

. rators might be constructed on any scale. The holds of ships 
could thus be coQverted \nto refrigerating chambers with the 
greate,t ease,. offeri_ng a reapy means for the c~>nveya11ce of meat 
from one port to another in a wholesome sta,te, i 

BALLOON ASCENTS FOR MILITARY PURPOSES 
II. 

BEING detain~d in E:ngland by ,m:iavoidable . circumstan:es 
for soIIJe t11ne longer than I expected, I will try to give 

the British public an adequate view of the action of our French 
Institute in the matter of balloon navigation ; and will confine 
my criticism to an exposition of M. Dupuy de Lorne's own 
views, which wtre suppor.t_ed ·J).y the Government, so far as to 
give to this learned man a credit of nearly z,ociol. for the con
structio_n of h,is balloon. Perhaps the observations I have pub
lished in the Libert,! and offered to some of his assistants in 
private conferences, have produced some alteration in the original 
scheme. It is a matter ·of whkh 'I caiinot be made aware by 
any means, and I .musr suppose things to be as they were ~·hen 
I left Paris in my own balloon. 

M. Dupuy de Lorne's balloon was to be constructed out of 
silk, and I understood that people were engaged in looking 
after the stuff in different Parisian fancy shops. But it requires 
a g{eat deal of search to find. silk enough to c9nstruct a large 
balloon somewHat larger than Mr. , Coxwell's ''Research" and 
having a: larger surface besi'des in consequence of its intended 
elongated form, the spherical form being, as is known, the one 
which offers the l;ugest s;apacity for the sip.allest surface. 

It may be well to remark that balloons are somewhat elongated 
in ' the present" fashion of building them, the elongation being 
vertical instead of horizontal as required l'iy M. Dupuy de· Lome's 
scheme. But the elongation of the balloon is a thing of which 
we w:ill speak more fully in another place. 

M. Duplly de _Lome was not afraid to have his balloon shaped 
like an egg, or, rath_er, Ii~~ 1' fish with two tails and no head, but 
he did not wish to try it with pure hydrogen gas. It is not because 
he thinks that hyclrogen git's 'is too expensive or too difficult to 
prepare, it is only because he ·supposes 'that hydrogen gas would 
escape in spite of varnishing. l cannot agree with him in this 
respect, not only because my friend Giffard's balloons have 
proved perfec\Jy hydrogen-tight, but principally because ordinary 
balloons filled with hydrogen have done good service. Amongst 
these balloons· I may mention the one which conducted the 
unf6rtun·ate Wortli to be lodged in a' Cologne cell, not by any 
fault of its gas-holding power, but ine"rely because aeronauts were 
foolish enough .to open their valve when .Prussians were firing at 
them, and preferred trusting to Pruss\an humanity to relying 
llpon the dark mantle of the night. 

Official people engaged in ballooning seem to have strong 
prejudices against hydrogen ·gas, as may be noticed from their 
acts ; the battery I had caus·eJ · to be constructed for filling 
poor ''Liberte,'.' having been wholly di$regarded by them as unfit 
for use. 

M_anyi'}ventors h:i-ve published descripti?ns of working aerostats, 
but very few of_th_em were really professional aeronauts. I shall be 
jus tified 1',y facts i'n stating that scarcely any of them was in a posi
tion to fo1·m an adequate idea of the most essential features of any 
really scie1:tifi~ scheme .. . Almost every?ne of them has forgotten 

_ that the prmc1pal condition of success· 1s an easy working: M. 
Dupuy de Lome has not avoided that fault, and his balloon is to 
be shaped, as we have remarked, like a fish, which is to be kept 
in an horizontal position. That condition is very difficult to ac
complish when you have to look to so many other things at the 
same time. M. Dupuy de Lome is so well aware of the difficulty of 
having his balloon always progressing horizontally, that he pro
J?Oses to get rid of it by keeping the balloon always filled either 
with gas, or with ordinary air· by· means of a pump. It is an 
instance <if avoidi"hg our o1d French saying, Le remede est pire 
que le ma!. This saying is so ·much the more justified, that M. 
Dupuy de Lome is not ·contented with sending air into his bal
loon when itjs required to _fill it. He has constructed ready for 
the p_urpose a special balloon, which is to be enclosed within the 
large one, and which being alt~rnately filled and unfilled accord
ing to the requirements of the external pressure, keeps the bal
loon always fa a· state of full expansion. The pressure inwards is 
always a little greater than the pressure outwards, which is in itself 
a new objection, as this artificial pressure increases the rate of es
cape for the gas by ,the small holes which are unavoidably so 
numerous in the ' whole surface. Besides, if there are some de
fective places, they may probably be opened by that pressure . 

As you may understand from this explanation, M. Dupuy de 
Lome was very careful, and his scheme is worked out with every 
required detail, to show the corollaries which follow from the first 
assumptions. M. Dupuy de Lome being a very clever ship con-
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struclor, is ready to meet thecliflicnlties, but he was not wiilingto 
avoid them at once by having a more simple scheme to work out. 
It is so much the more to be "·ondered at, if this clever aeronaut 
has not adopted this policy, inasmuch as he does not profess to 
go against the wind, but to design a contrivance which may help 
aeronauts in using the wind for a certain purpose, as returning 
to Paris from a town located at some distance, a; Lille, Le Mans, 
&c. M. Dupuy de Lome intends to attain the desired result 
by making a definite angle with the direction of the reigning 
wind, which supposes oh the part of the aeronaut some previous 
knowledge of the state of atmospheric currents, their change 
of duration, and different directions at different elevations ; 
the principal feature of his intended directing balloon being 
the grand idea of having the motive power like an auxiliary im
plement for giving to the balloon differential motions. It ~oes 
not, of course, prevent the aeronaut from using the deflections 
and variations of the wind according- to the elevation of his 
balloon at any moment. The working out of these aerial 
manceuvres supposes necessarily that aerial navigators can know 
at any moment. the place where they are. It requires constant 
attention from the aerial travellers, who are supposed to 
be supplied with every possible instrument for looking over 
the land and finding the places on the map prepared for that 
very purpose. It would be of itself a most interesting chapter, 
the better construction of such maps, as well as the determina
tion of the means by which public authorities could give 
warnings to the aerial travellers. But in tl1e present state 
of things, I should not be justified if I did not abstain from giving 
details which may prove useful to the invaders of my native 
land. I will be satisfied with saying, moreover, thrct the taking 
of the point in sailors' fashion is quite out of the question. The 
only condition is the view of the land remaining always -at the 
command of the observer, or on! y being lost for short intervals, 
during which more than the usual attention is required. I have 
invented an apparatus called an afrial planchetie, for helping 
aeronauts in the determination of their way, but from the ex
perience of my last excursion I have lo,t ev~ry confidence in my 
instrument. I think that it is quite useless; the only thing 
required being good maps and better eyes, helped by powerful 
opera-glasses. The power of these can be enlarged by a ver)' 
simple contrivance, which I mention merely to show that I know 
what is still to be done in this respect. 

The question of the motive power to be einployt'd is not of 
so much importance as was supposed at the first instance; and it 
is very easy to understand why, ad milting that we want only a 
slow motion. I should not object, of course, to a quick displace
ment ; but I am satisfied it cannot be obtained except by con
trivances very difficult to imagine, and even more to realise, 
and besides it is not required for the special purpose in view, the 
returning to Paris from a French city which German armies 
have not occupied. The rate of motion will be improved by 
degrees, and will not amount to a large increase, except by the use 
of steam engines, which requires a great many preliminary steps 
to prevent the gas of the balloon from being- lighte_d by_ the 
lire from the furnace, which would lead to the destruction ol the 
balloon and of the aeronauts. The simplest contrivance will be 
the hest if it proves useful. I should advise to arrange the 
motor apparatus so that it could be used by hand, and, be· 
sides, that it could be Yery easily thrown overboard like ballast 
in case of need. These two conditions being of mnch importance 
for our purpose, if I start for Paris, which I hope will be the 
case, I shall adhere strictly to them. 

I have no objection to use a rudder, which may be constructed 
in a manner very easy to understand, but I should feel very 
much disposed to dispense with it. I think that a propelling 
machine may be arranger! so that no rudder at all will be put 
into operation. I am afraid to give more sub0_tanti~l explana
tions, which could hardly be offered without gwmg a foll know
ledge of my intended construction, which is not my purpose. 

The contribntions of M. Dupuy de Lome to the Comptes 
rend1M, have been sharply commented upon by the Aerom,ut, 
a special paper devoted to the aerial nav1gat10n worked out by 
the plm· lourd que !'air system, as inaugurate_d by Lalande)le ~nd 
Naliar, and many other gentlemen of very httle or no sc1ent1fic 
qualifications. But every scientific man mllst confess that thes_e 
interesting papers constitute by themselves a very valua_hle acqut· 
sition to general knowledge, independently of the!r special 
aim. M. Dupuy de Lome has given at_ the same time ma~y 
calculations to show to what elevation a given balloon can atta111 
nnder the conditions he has adopted, viz., constant fnlness, 

and a certain excess of internal pressure for giving it a stability 
of form and of equilibrium. 

\Vithout quoting M. Dupuy de Lome's paper, and even cor
recting some parts of it, I will give a rough idea of the analytical 
questions involved in the calculation of the circumstances of an 
aerostatical ascent. I suppose, firstly, that the air has no horizontal 
movement at all, and that the only questions are to ascertain the 
elevation which the balloon may reach, the time that may be 
required, and the velocity with which the balloon ascends at the 
various points of its vertical course, as well upwards as down
wards. There are hesides two accessory suppositions which are 
required. The first is, that the balloon does not lose its gas by 
any exosmose during the experiment ; and the second is that the 
temperature of the air, as well as the degree of moisture, is not 
altered in any degree. These conditions are hardly to be expected, 
but they are required for mathematically working out the 
analytical equations. 

M. Dupuy de Lome, however, would not have been placed in 
a position to proceed with his calculations, if he had not ve1y 
clevel'!y evaded the consideration of the other conditions, which 
are ins11perable, owing to our imperfect knowledge of the atmo-
sphere, as we shall see hereafter. W. DE F0NVIELLE 

PROF. WILLIAMSON'S INAUGURAL LECTURE 
TO THE FACULTY OF SCIENCE AT 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON 

THE great value of scientific knowledge as a means of cul-
ture, a promoter of civilisation, and one of the most 

powerful levers of national prosperity, seems at least to receive 
its due acknowledgment in the land of Bacon and Newton, 
Sir H11:1nphry Davy and Faraday. The recent efforts to intro
duce science into the public schools of England appear as- a 
conseq.uence of this recognition. A great variety of opinion, 
however, exists as regards the mode by which scientific knowledge 
ought to be imparted to the people. Some believe that a young 
farmer ought to be taught agricultural chemistry, the man at the 
furnace the chemistry of iron melling, and the 111:iker of colours 
the chemistry of colours. Thi:-; is what is called by many" techni
cal education," for the promotion of which great efforts have 
been made of late. Technical education in this sense would be 
a mistake. It would not be difficult to show that it is impossible 
to teach, with any considerable effect, agricultural chemistry, 
which is the application of certain chemical principles to Agri
culture, without a knowledge of these principles. These, with 
other;, form part of the science of Chemistry, and it is clearly 
absurd to isolate them and teach their application in some par
ticular case. The working classes of England want a knowledge 
of the elements of pure science ; and they are sure to make use
ful application of this knowledge as soon as an opportunity 
offers itself. In this sense Professor Williamson expresses himself 
in his admirable lecture, "A Plea for Pure Science,"* which on 
accoun_t of its sound views on some of the most imp,)rtant 
questions of the day, we recommend to the attention of our 
readers. On p. 3 Prof. Williamson s;iys, "Now there are in ed1:
cation two great national parties, corresponding to the two most 
different points of view from which the preparation of any young 
person for his career in life can be considered. I submit that 
the progress of education will be proportional to the consistency 
and completeness with which the functions of these two parties 
are systematised and developed. 

"The first step towards that object is to know and acknowledge 
their respective characteristics. 

"One party looks to the speci:il duties for which a young person 
has to be prepared and the material difficulties which he is ex
pected to encounter. They see that the success and happiness 
of each individual are propNtional to the efficiency with which 
he discharges the aggregate of the special duties of his stauon in 
life; and they acco,·dingly recommend that each yottth be placed 
in circumstances which may induce him to imitate accurately the 
doings of some one who is known to be successful in a station 
s,1ch as he is intended to occnpy. The other party looks to the 
general qualifications which experience has shown to be most 
important for any success in life; and to the means by which 
they are most effectually acquired. They see that men who 
have been taught to understand and apply the best-k11own general 
principles are able to master a given set of practical details with 
a facility and completeness which other men do not attain. They 
know· that a general principle of nature is an instrument of 

• "J\ Plea. for Pure Scie11ce.'' By A. \V. \Vllli:lm!.on, Ph.D., F.R .S. 
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